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At our core, we're all about partnering with enterprises across the globe to
bring their ideas to life. Through personalized technological solutions and
hands-on consulting, we're here to turn those concepts into reality,
together.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/about-us
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Your Partner For Software Innovation
Aveo Software is the partner of choice for many of the world’s
leading enterprises, SMEs, and technology challengers. We help
businesses elevate their value through custom software
development, product design, QA, and consultancy services.

We believe that magic happens exactly at the intersection of
Technology, Business, and Industry Expertise. Having worked with
hundreds of businesses, we are certain about what it takes to launch a
successful software product. And it all starts with an industry expert
who takes the time to understand all your needs and how the user
can interact with your new system.

Software is an integral part of the business world, and we believe it
should be easy to use. Aveo Software follows the time-tested agile
process: Experience our agile, time-tested, collaborative, and supreme
technology-driven app development approach.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/
https://clutch.co/profile/aveo-software#reviews
https://aveosoftware.ca/about-us


150+ 50+ 8+
Projects Done Team Advisors Glorious Years
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 WHAT    UR CLIENTS SAY...

Learn More

Note - Click on Service Icon or Text to know more.
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Requirement Analysis
Before starting any project, we do in-depth research into the requirements of your project. This in-depth

analysis requires wide market analysis, industry-wise trends, and new technologies that will help your
business to grow and scale higher without any hassle.

UI / UX Design
After understanding the requirements of your project, we will build interactive UI workflows and

prototypes. Our expert UI/UX designers will help you create striking designs that look and feel native,
giving you and your stakeholders the best experiences for further decisions.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/about-us


Code Reviews
After coding your app, or parts of your system, we will iteratively identify issues like file leaks, memory

leaks, and performance signs with code reviews. Testers, quality analysts, beta testers, and others
collaborate to test the software against your project’s requirements.

App Development
Our next step is the actual process of building your app. And because we are using Agile Development

Methodology, we will deliver parts of the project scope at every sprint until we develop the desired
software product that’s 100% bug-free and meets all your expectations.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/about-us


Maintenance
In most instances, your project will require further updates or maintenance to meet the evolving user’s

needs. Also, because issues may occur later in your software deliverables, we dedicate ourselves to
providing the best and the most reliable post-production support.

Deployment
At the deployment phase of our mobile development, we provide a market-ready application. This step
is the actual implementation of your application, where we help you deploy the app to your servers, or

respective app stores for mobile applications, to make it ready for use.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/about-us


We help your business to
Improve And Innovate
with the Tech Trends.



Note - Click on Service Icon or Text to know more.

Mobile Development Web Development

Design Services Custom App Development

MVP Development

GIS Solutions
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Entertainment Pharmaceuticals Healthcare Retail & 
E -Commerce

Real Estate Travel &
Tourism

Hospitality Manufacturing Education Finance Sports Automobile

Logistics Media Jewellery Chemicals Textile Agriculture

Industries We Served
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About

Summary

Project Demo

Jungle Brothers: Gym Management Software

Jungle Brothers Gyms created a new way to scale their business
with a custom gym management software that put an end to
their admin hell and presented a new opportunity for growth.

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road Mapping, Market and User
Research, UX/UI Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS, React.JS & Flutter.

Industry: Health and Fitness

Location:  Australia

Learn More

“Because we are serving people on a timetable we live off
a calendar. If I have a time-slot for admin work, I have to
get it done in that time - but even simple functions would
take ages to get done - and the costs of this really started
to add up.”  Paul Fotofili

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11Elf0XVsMdTMeaqQmFUOoQ5SPk1TpOXH/view


Learn More

Problem

Bloated with features that made things too complicated
Restrictive and inflexible for their philosophy
Hard to teach to new staff and subcontractors
Painfully slow to operate
Missing key functionality

The Problems Of Being an Industry Pioneer

While Jungle Brothers tried several software solutions to help with gym
management, they were let down each and every time.

The software platforms on the market just couldn’t meet their needs and made
it impossible to grow their business:

Cause
These software issues meant that the core team had less and less time for
coaching, engaging with their members, and actually growing their business
- because they were stuck in the office with endless admin work.
Expanding into new locations or scaling their business was out of the
question with things as they were.

Time For A Major Upgrade
The team at Jungle Brothers knew they needed to take a drastic step and build a custom software solution if their business was to thrive.

But their first steps were understandably hesitant.
“My business partners and I are completely new to the Tech game. We were really cautious about pouring a lot of our trust, time, effort and
money into any software company.”

- Paul Fotofili



But they did their due diligence.
“We thought, okay, let's start this relationship, and see where it goes. What we found was that we couldn't fault anything ourselves. We
discussed Aveo Software and their proposal with our friends in the Tech industry - and they were really impressed. Aveo ticked all the right
boxes.”

- Paul Fotofili

Solution

The Development Process That Uncovered A New Growth
Opportunity

At Aveo Software we know how to take an idea and grow it from the ground up - and this
always begins with an in-depth study of the goals and requirements for any software
solution.

As we continued to study their unique needs and requirements, the team at Jungle Brothers
saw a whole new way to scale their vision and bring their community-driven approach to a
much larger audience.

They realized that they could offer the software platform as a service to other gyms with a
similar philosophy. Rather than franchising, Jungle Brothers could build a nationwide
community of gyms with different brands, but with the same vision - and they could do it
with this new software.

Impact

The Result: We Built A World-Class Gym Management
Software That Leaves Legacy Platforms In The Dust!
-yet able to scale and grow with our clients’ and their alliance of affiliated gyms.



Easily onboard new members and sign digital contracts and waivers in seconds.

Flexible membership types, payment plans, discounts and Stripe payment integration.

Member activity records allow staff to re-engage under-active gym members.

Easily set up monthly or fortnightly subscriptions and recurring payments with auto-
generated invoices.

Membership Management

Drastically cuts down on admin time.

Streamlined usability, so all staff and coaches can use it efficiently.

Tablet-based features, so staff are in the gym not in the office.

Group-training functionality is front and centre.

Built to scale and grow.

Takes care of invoices, classes, workouts, leads, member management, contracts, payments and much more.

Features

Customized ‘workout of the day’ – automatically displayed on gym screens.

Class reservations and easy check-ins for members.

Manage the class calendar and automatically update changes at every touch-point.

Gym Class Management

Built-in email marketing to convert leads and prospective members.

Automated payment reminders, confirmations and invoice emails.

Automatically inform members of any changes to classes they’re booked on.

Communications Platform

Customized ‘workout of the day’ – automatically displayed on gym screens.

Class reservations and easy check-ins for members.

Manage the class calendar and automatically update changes at every touch-point.

Lead Management & Conversion
 

Allows Jungle Brothers to grow by offering this platform as a SaaS to other gyms.

Manage affiliate gyms’ memberships, payments and marketing.

Custom branding and messaging for every affiliated gym in the alliance.

Onboarding New Gyms
 



The Future Looks Bright For Jungle Brothers
 

With a new software system that drastically cuts the costs and admin overheads for their existing gyms, 
Jungle Brothers have found a way to grow when other similar businesses are struggling.

 
Fast, perfectly tailored software that puts an end to admin hell.

A new revenue stream by offering the software as a service to other gyms.
Bringing their philosophy of community-first fitness training to the rest of the world

 

Don’t Be Intimidated By Tech
 

Jungle Brothers came to us with a vision in mind. They felt hesitant because software was not their area 
of expertise. But by working with us they discovered that we make the process smooth and efficient 

while helping their vision grow.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/jungle-brothers-gym
https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/jungle-brothers-gym
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Project Demo Learn More

Summary

R & B Department: Project Management Software

We built a system, The R & B department
app, to help our clients ease the
management of their projects and internal
communication. It provides features that
allow for the effective management of
roads and building projects.

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User Research,
UX/UI Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS & PHP.

Industry: Infrastructure

Location:  India

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/r-b-department-app


Learn More

Cause

Problem

The pain of manually entering
and managing all your project
details in Excel is perhaps one of
today’s most irritating tasks that
every business or organization
seeks to battle. It’s not only more
repetitive, but it’s dull and
unintuitive to work on actual
project data within the platform.

Well, of course, Excel is a
powerful tool for managing your
projects and business data.
However, at some point, you
can’t help but feel the nudging
need to upgrade to look for a
customized solution that is more
efficient, scalable, and effective
for your growing needs.

 
 

Initially, our client had to
manually enter and manage
their project-related work in
Excel, which was very time-
consuming and burdensome
for the team. So, our client
hired us to develop the
system that would solve most
of these problems.



Solution

A robust project management app for the R & B department.

A project-intensive department demands a lot of functionality to make its day-to-day tasks more effortless. This app was a massive custom app
development project for our team, and at the outset, it was a year-long task for any software development company. Thankfully, the team at Aveo
Software developed this powerful app in record time.



The team from our client’s department is now delighted to tap into the effortless project management and the excellent internal communication
system. The system now spares them the hassles and time it could take to do it manually over their previous project management system

From the intuitive user interface to the deeper user management levels, the app provides seamless functionality to handle extensive projects and
infuse efficient team collaboration into the platform. The client was delighted to have a system that meets all the requirements and delivers
trouble-free management of the projects and their details.



Features



About

Project Demo
Learn More

Garuda UAV Logs: A Digital Drone-Logbook System
 

Garuda UAV Logs is an intuitive, digital
drone logbook app that helps you log
your Aircraft's information quickly and
conveniently.

It's an easy way to keep all your
information effectively without
enduring the tedious manual work
associated with inefficient systems like
working with Excel or manual logbooks.

For all your flights' operations, you can
add the details of each Aircraft: their
battery charges, operators, flight issues,
maintenance logs, and more—all within
a single app.

Garuda UAV Logs allow you to add,
view, edit, or delete any of your
Aircraft's info easily on one screen.

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/garuda-uav-logs


Learn More

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User
Research, UX/UI Design & Design
System.

Technologies: Flutter & Firebase.

Industry: Aviation

Location:  NA

Summary

Why should you download Garuda UAV Logs?

Keeping records of all your drone flights can be a headache—but
with Garuda UAV Logs—you can now log all the details of your
aircraft operations faster and conveniently.

Escape the daunting repetitions and embrace automation &
simplicity

Maintaining a clean slate of logs manually requires an extra effort,
even for flights that lasted a couple of minutes. Thankfully,
downloading the Garuda UAV Logs will help you log all your flight
details with a few screen taps.

Real professionals make every minute count.
Manually filling out an Excel sheet or paperback after every drone
flight is a real nuisance and takes time. Don't want to let a second
slip from all your drone operations? Great. Opting for a UAV pilot
drone logbook app that does more for you is the antidote!

Learn More



Learn More

Get all your drone information in one location.
It has never been this easier to access all your
information about your drones, operators, batteries,
and maintenance within a single screen. You will save a
lot of time for logging the details and accessing all the
relevant information.

Log aircraft maintenance
Accurately logging drone problems during flights helps you
identify the insights for maintenance without depending on
memory to recall what happened during your last flights.
Garuda UAV Logs will assist you in logging the issues and
maintenance information for each drone.

Charge log
The charge log helps you add the battery's info, like the
number, type, and the Aircraft. Once you have recorded this
information, you can keep adding new battery charges with
the date and time when you did so.

Operator
With Garuda UAV Logs, you can add, edit, or delete your
drone operators' names, phone numbers, FAA certificate
numbers, and locations with ease. That way, you can select
the operator to reuse this information during logging the
details of your drones or flights.

Maintenance
With each Aircraft, you can add detailed maintenance
information. Select the Aircraft and the date of malfunction,
then the detailed description of malfunction and  enter the
repair details like who made the repair, date, notes, and
images about the repair. Learn More
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Summary

Should I Eat This is an app for our new
client in the healthcare industry. His team
wanted to build an app to help users know
what to eat and what not to eat based on
their unique situations, age, weight, current
health conditions, health history, etc. After
some consultation, in-depth customer
research, and detailed UI/UX designs, our
team at Aveo Software delivered the right
solution that surpassed the expectations of
our new client.

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User Research, UX/UI
Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS, Flutter & Firebase.

Industry: Healthcare

Location: NA

Should I eat this: An app that impacts life.

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/r-b-department-app


Learn More

Our client has been working in the healthcare industry for years, and they came to us with a
specific problem: they wanted an app that users could depend on to know what they can eat
or not to eat based on their unique situations.

The typical common questions included what a client with specific health issues, like
Hypertension, should eat or shouldn’t eat. How will the diet vary depending on age, weight, or
other health conditions? And that’s what the new app should do — help our client answer all
these questions automatically for their clients.

The Challenge



Learn More

The Solution

Hypertension
Kidney disease
Gout

During our consultation, we devised a unique solution based on what our client wanted to be
solved. We proposed a barcode scan-based app allowing users to scan or search 99% of food
items in stores. The scan result provides enough information about what a user should eat
and what not to eat based on age, weight, current health conditions, and health history.

Currently, our client decided to start with the following diseases:

Our Client’s Delight for The Deliverables

We’ve already delivered the app to the client, who is delighted with our deliverables. This app
is now running an active beta, and our client’s users find the app to be resourceful and are
grateful and happy for it.



and countless more Ideas 
that transformed into Reality.

Learn More

https://aveosoftware.ca/projects
https://aveosoftware.ca/projects
https://aveosoftware.ca/projects


Let’s Talk About Your Project!
Learn how Aveo Software can help you build a custom software application for your company.

Make it effortless for your team to bring their best to take your company to the next level. 
Contact us today for a free consultation about your project or idea.

Get In Touch

https://www.linkedin.com/company/aveosoftware/


Glad to kept your Attention!

Are you still here?



To stay updated on Thrilling Projects Turning into Reality

Follow Us

https://www.facebook.com/aveosoftware/
https://twitter.com/aveosoftware
https://ca.linkedin.com/company/aveosoftware
https://www.instagram.com/aveosoftware/

